Subject: Plugin glitch and dropouts + preamp clipping
Posted by christopheA on Fri, 04 Dec 2020 09:35:29 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Has anyone had a similar experience?
Any tips?
( i tried using the mailing list but my message didn't appear ... or what am i doing wrong mailing to
MobileIO@music.vt.edu ??? )
on several occasion i had a glitch when using an EQ ( 6 band on a channel )
and a dropout when changing a parameter in a limiter on a bus
the glitch and dropouts are only on the mix and not on the individual channel
higher input levels do produce audible distortion, far beneath clipping.
Meters on MIO and NUENDO do not display clipping but there's an audible distortion and
crackling noise
the glitch on the EQ is a momentary squeaking noise ( not full scale but loud and clearly visible on
the waveform for 0,5 sec)

i'm recording 8 channels direct + A masterbus (for a live mix) to Nuendo 10
unit is a recent ULN8
I updated to the last 3D PB + updated firmware
using MH link/cat5
USB is set to ignore always in discovery
Mac Mini 2018 running Mojave ( spotlight is disabled, no other programs running)
Nuendo 10 with high Buffer ( basically just as a recorder ( no plugins used/ straight playback back
to MIO)
MIO DSP never exceeds 20%
thanks
Christophe

Subject: Re: Plugin glitch and dropouts + preamp clipping
Posted by christopheA on Tue, 26 Jan 2021 20:13:27 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Bump
After 2 months of trying to find a solution i am still encountering problems when I use plugins in
MIO ( same as described in above post)
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Please let me know if anyone has any similar experience or a solution
I need to expand my setup soon to add another 16 inputs and would like to do so with confidence
Ps: I submitted a ticket and have been in touch with support but no luck so far.
Best
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